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Abstract –In this paper, a consensus-based network coordination problem for microgrids (MGs) and MG clusters is considered. The
designed model focuses on optimizing the data sharing between the agents attached to each component of a MG system, in particular:
distributed energy resource’s agents and those of intelligent circuit breakers (i-CBs), in order to provide resilience to abrupt changes in
microgrid topologies – since dispatch process and reconfiguration of data are not handled in a centralized manner. The long-term goal is to
evaluate the impact of integrating high penetration of DERs on the through by using consensus distributed agent-based approach. On the
other hand, the proposed method combines the performances integrated in the adaptive consensus algorithm (ACA) with that of the optimal
power flow (OPF) to enhance the convergence towards the optimal cost. Due to communication network constraints, the agents are
connected only to nearby neighbors. However, by using the enhanced distributed algorithm, DER agents may discover the required global
information and hence compute new references for updating the optimal path. A MG test system is illustrated in order to validate the
improvement of the presented method, and an under Matlab M-code based simulation results show the effectiveness of the enhanced
algorithm.

Keywords – Microgrid (MG), distributed energy resources (DERs), optimal power flow (OPF), adaptive consensus algorithm (ACA).
In simulations, MAS were shown to scale to microgrids
with hundreds of interconnected DERs, loads, buses,
breakers, and other grid devices. Agent communications
continue to evolve by adapting to changing grid
communication protocols leading to improved agent
consensus building, faster response time and adaptability
[8], [9]. For this work, the purpose is to optimize power
flows into a meshed MG system, by using consensus-based
data sharing between the corresponding agents of each
electric device in the MG system. Hence, a case study
illustrating a simple electric design is proposed for allowing
the duplication of the said model, in order to expand the
procedure at a multi-microgrid clusters level. Figure 1 shows
the concept of attaching MAS for all corresponding DERs
within a backbone of microgrid system. For the rest of this
paper, the proposed consensus based method is introduced
including the OPF problem formulation. While the logic
layer is a MAS system in which, each agent is in charge of a
DER unit, the physic layer is composed of i-CBs and other
devices for sensing and operating all microgrid action
process. The penultimate section of this paper is devoted to
simulation performances of a case study, and finally, a
conclusion summarizes all the works done.

1. Introduction

A

Microgrid is a semi-standalone entity while
connected to the electric power grid, when it can
either buy electricity from, or sell excess generation
to the other MGs that will forming the building
blocks of the future electric supply chain: Smart Grid (SG)
[1], [2]. When not connected to the electric grid, it operates
in island mode where the load balancing and the frequency
control are entirely established inside the MG [3].
Nowadays, the use of autonomous MG systems has played a
major role in various aspects of today's power distribution
grid, particularly in residential and remote areas. In fact, the
advent of DERs with a large penetration and the extension
of advanced SG technologies to the end-user may be
strengthened by using multi-agent systems (MAS) [4] that
are able to provide peer to peer communications, and lead to
an improved control schemes and an interoperable systems.
An agent is an entity (often a computer system) that is
situated in some environment, and which is able to take
autonomous actions in order to meet its design objectives
[5]. As greater computational power becomes more
available, researchers are able to model increasingly
complex interconnected microgrids [6], [7].
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I

The incidence matrix of the digraph G

L (i).

The set of lines leaving node i

D

The diagonal matrix whose entries are jxjj

A=DI

The weighted incidence matrix

rij

The line Resistance

xij

The line Reactances

zij=rij+jxjj

𝑖𝑗

µn

2. Method
2.1. Problem statement and preliminaries

On the other hand, we consider the said scenario (see
Table 1) and the constraints on the maximum flow in each
edge. Therefore, we need to write the equation above in a
matrix form, obtaining the power flows in each transmission
lines (edge eij):

OPF and Consensus problems are prevalent problems in
distributed cooperative agent systems, however, little
research has been done for the optimal power management
of MGs [10], [11]. For this study, a conventional OPF has
been adapted for dispatch power in a MG with multiple
DERs. Let consider a looped topology chain of the agent
DERs as a direct graph: G = (V, E, c) with edge costs
which has vertex V set of nodes representing the system
buses (PC1, PC2 …PCn). EVV is a set of directed
edges, representing the power distribution lines. Let Sij
denotes the apparent power from node i to node j and ui
denotes the complex voltage of DER at node i. Sij and ui
are modeled in phasor form as the following:
(1)

ui=|ui| exp (jj)

(2)

P  B
(4)
where P=[P1, … , PN], =[1, … , N], and B is defined
as:


P

ij

jN(i)



1
i   j
x
jN (i) ij








 1
Bij   
 x ij
 0



eij=(ve,vj)

The edge from node i to node j

N(i)

The set of neighbors of node i

(5)

if i  j
if eij  E
if eij  E

The equation (5) illustrates the total cost of active power
generated by all DERs, and which must to be optimized
within the constraints mentioned in Table 1. Indeed, the
optimal OPF problem could be formulated as presented by
the equation (6) taking into account: Ci (P) IR that will
quantify the function of the cost plighted by the ith cost at
the power level Pi:
N

minimize

(3)

 C (P
i

Gi

)

i=1

Table 1 : Preliminaries & nomenclature



1

   x
jN (i) ij

The total flow’s active power between the nodes: i and 
j is given by the equation (3) according to conditions
depicted in Table 1:

Pi 

The nth bus of the link control 𝑃𝑛

The preliminary goal is to control the flow of the
active power, Pij
Assuming that: rij << xij. in this case :
The voltage magnitudes = Constant across the power
network
Under this scenario, we assume that the bus phases
are about equal, hence we have:
 Active and Reactive powers are decoupled
because i-j  0
 Active power’s flow depend to i-j
 Reactive power is depend to |ui|-|ui|.

Figure 1. Model of the proposed consensus based structure attaching a
computational agent to each DER unit.

Sij=Pij+jQij

The Impedance of line

with respect to

PG1,...,PGN

subject to:

B  PG  PL
P G  PG  P G
P  A  P
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With:
PG: Active power for all DERs;
PL: Total loads in the MG;
P G : The lower limits on DER i;
P G : The upper limits on DER i;
P and P : The limits on the active power flowing in the
L (i) lines.

collective decision on each activated adjacent matrix of the
DER/ i-CB agent systems. It yields the sum of the state of
all nodes in an invariant quantity using the ACA based
communication law as depicted by [15].
Node 2 knows
node 1, node 3
& node 4

For a fully distributed topology, the same problem may
be overhauled by recasting the original optimal power flow
as a modified problem in which the decision variables are
the phase angles [12], as described by equation (7):

1
Node 1 knows node 2

N

C ((B )  P )
i

i

Node 3 knows
node 2

2

2.2. Equivalent distributed OPF


minimize

3

Node 4 knows
node 2 & node 5

(7)

Li

4
Node 6 knows
node 5

i=1

with respect to

1,..., N

subject to:

P G  PL  B  P G  PL

6
Node 5 knows
node 4 & node 6

P  A  P



Where (B)i is the ith element of B. To be more precise,
ij
suppose that a link control Pn from Bus i to Bus j at the nth
iteration step is the decision variable. Then the bus power
ij
control µ is determined by the link control Pn as assuming
by some research papers [13], [14], we have :
µ𝑖𝑛 = – ∑

𝑖𝑗

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐺

𝑃𝑛 + ∑

𝑗𝑖

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐺

𝑃𝑛

(8)

If a novel bus is linked to bus r only, then, (9) will
modify the control of the bus r given by the equation (8) as
following:
𝑟
𝑥𝑛+1
= 𝑥𝑛𝑟 – ∑

𝑟𝑗

(𝑟,𝑗)∈𝐺

𝑃𝑛 + ∑

𝑗𝑟

(𝑗,𝑟)∈𝐺

𝑃𝑛

5

Figure 2. Each agent is able to share its own status and sends the data
collected from its neighbor node as implemented in a clasic ACA.

The discovery ACA-OPF requires the existence of a
unique node, called: root, to initialize the embedded code.
Indeed, the dynamic root node, which is the leader agent
elected after each fault clearance process is implemented in
the proposed hybrid algorithm. Shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4 are respectively the diagrams of the procedure
representing the embedded program and the information
flows collected from neighboring network to access the
global information.
Root agent

(9)

This formulation is similar to the partially distributed
formulation [12], but it is modified by the unique feature
which is the transition toward a fully distributed topology.
Hence, each node has a unique identity and neighboring
information thanks to the addition of the ACA
enhancement, which requires a dynamic root node elected
after each fault clearance process. As seen from Figure 2,
the decision-making procedure is established locally by
each DER unit since it can decide its own generation set
point through its attached agent. This agent send
information to the controller agent by using only the
information on neighboring buses, which are directly
connected to it.

Node i

Agent
(j)

Operating
status

Network

Node j

Agent (i)

Consensus law

2.3. OPF-ACA enhancement
The presented distributed approach for power dispatch
and data-sharing system may be referred to as a consensus
dispatch process, which guarantees the convergence to a

Figure 3. Diagram of the embedded OPF-ACA program, between the ith
DER agent, the node i and the node j.
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To enhance the depth first search node discovery of
ACA, it is useful to find a minimum spanning tree starting
from a root node, and exploring all the MG network [9],
[16]. An agent turns into a discovered state following an
acknowledgement message in response to receiving a
propagate message from the token holder agent [17]. All
agents hold the state values for itself and neighbor agents as
depicted in the first and second parts of the enhanced
algorithm in Figure 5, while Figure 4 presents the state
diagram of each agent in the isolated part.

BEGIN
Leader agent initiates node
discovery ;
Holds token ;
Leader agent marks its self as
visited and discovered.
LOOP

Token holder agent:
-> Propagate Neighbors ;
-> Token Pass to a random but not
visited neighbor ;
On receiving Propagate from
i : = neighbor:
If (Propagate) Then -> return

Yes

State
Adequate
accuracy ?

On receiving Token Pass from
i : = neighbor:
If (Token Pass) Then -> mark

Initial

Agent (i) as parent node
No
No

Receive
data from
neighbor
agents

Send
updated
data to
neighbor
agents

Yes

Update
generation
output

No

Figure 5. 1st Part of the modified distributed ACA

A sequentially token-passing method from node to node
is implemented to explore the network. Hence, an agent can
be in discovered, visited or propagating states. The process
is repeated until the leader agent is found. When the
information sharing converge once again, the generation
among of each DER unit is determined for isolated part:

Update
the data of
shortage
amount

…
Holds token;
Leader agent marks its self as
visited and discovered;
INITIALIZE
Propagate to neighbors;
On receiving Propagate Reply
From i : = neighbor:
SWITCH
Token holder agent do Agent’s

Yes

Receive all
data for
optimizing?

Adequate
accuracy ?

No
Yes

state
Case 1: Not visited nor discovered

Send
updated
data to
neighbor
agents

Update: agent pair list & agent
list;
Case 2: visited
Skip;
Case 3: all neighbors are visited
End discovery;
If (End discovery) Then
Until (Leader agent receives final
lists) do
Agents: pass to parent nodes agent
pair list & agent list;
End Until
End

Figure 4. The state diagram representing the ACA-OPF algorithm: each
agent in its isolated part travels 7 steps taking into consideration the OPF
constreints formulated in the paragraph 2.2 and the Table 1.

The 1st part of the distributed algorithm focuses on the
basic flow of the distributed depth first search node
discovery-ACA. Furthermore, the optimal dispatch is
established by using the classic ACA based communication
law [15], [16] :

Figure 5. 2nd Part of the modified distributed ACA
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Table 2: Powers and loads on the test system in a given situation

3. Results and Discussion

The loads on the buses :
L1: 110 kW
L2 : 119 kW
L3 : 90 kW
L4 : 220 kW

3.1. Use Case
In the MG- test system shown in Figure 6, it is supposed
that each peer of the DER agents has a local table that is
used as a lookup table, which routes the request information
according to the enhanced ACA (communication flow is
represented by interrupted lines). This solution applies the
distributed overlay principle to dispatch the power µ (the
link control) [16], [18].

Capacity factors :
P1=120 kW
𝛾1
P2=150 kW
𝛾2
P3=200 kW
𝛾3
P4=280 kW
𝛾4

3.3. Simulation results:

Figure 8. Data sharing of power flow cost without enhancement

Figure 6. Four-Bus Test system

The Power lines P1, P2, P3, and P4 flow between Buses {12}, {2-3}, and {3-4}, and they have pure imaginary
impedance, hence they are lossless. Simulation results are
provided as a proof of the enhanced ACA.

3.2. Inputs:
Figure 9. Data sharing with Enhanced distributed Algorithm

3.4. Analysis and Discussion:
As entered in the table 2, we have:
L = 110 + 119 + 90 + 220 = 539 kW, and the total of
capacity factors are : 𝛾1+𝛾2+𝛾3+𝛾4 = 0.7187
The modified consensus is:
x = 0.7187 ž−111= [86.24, 107.81,143.74, 201.24]
žx = 0.718711
By choosing the order for the links as:

{1, 2}, {2, 1}, {2, 3}, {3, 2}, {3, 4}, {4, 3}:

𝑥 = [𝑥12 , 𝑥21 , 𝑥23 , 𝑥32 , 𝑥34 , 𝑥43 ]
Figure 7. DER’s Power profiles collected as example from [19].

Shown in Figure 7, is the fourth generated power profiles
during 24 hour of a day, while Table 2 summarizes the main
characteristics and specifications related to the MG buses.

The simulation during 800 iterations provided
successful results. It could be observed that the
improvement of the modified consensus with distributed
algorithm is at the 697th iteration.
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Hence, there is an enhancement in the order of 39
iteration compared to the conventional ACA (see Figures 8
and 9).

𝛾 = {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 4), (4, 3)} ;
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Furthermore, if suddenly at an iteration step, (for
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